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Abstract: Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol known as interior gateway of routing protocol is a major competitor for 

Cisco's EIGRP of a special routing protocol. Most attacks on this protocol are based on LSA fake router which the attacker has 

control over it. These attacks can affect the part of the routing domain or cause severe damage based on the strategic location of 

the router in the AS to bring domain routing. Attacks that cause much damage to a network security mechanism and enables 

fight-back will not have effect on routing domain. In this paper we will describe an attack that can arbitrarily change the routing 

domain routing table with harmfully threats without fight back mechanism enabled. 
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1. Introduction 

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is a complexity routing 

protocol of link-state [8, 10]. Link-State routing protocol is 

much faster and more convenient way to reach your 

destination and obtains in comparison to Distance Vector 

protocol Msyrbaby [1]. Routers using Link-State algorithm 

creates a map of a network that allow them to choose the best 

path accurately. OSPF uses of Link-State algorithm to 

calculate the shortest path to all destinations and select the 

best-known [1]. In this process, we analyzed the algorithm.  

When the situation of a link was changed and the device 

detected a link change began to publish an LSA message about 

links. After the publication of the LSA message, router send it 

to all neighboring devices via a special multi-cast message [4]. 

As depicted in Figure 1, the schema of LSA message sending 

in a hypothetical network is presented.  

Each router makes up to date own by using the received 

LSA or Link-State Database (LSDB), furthermore, the router 

sends LSA to its other neighbors. When the database of each 

router is completed, the shortest path to the destination is 

measured in a tree that Dijkstra's algorithm uses it to calculate 

the shortest path tree destinations, costs and next hope to reach 

its destination in routing table form [3, 13]. 

If no changes happen in the OSPF net such as change in link 

cost or adding and omitting, an OSPF net continues smoothly. 

Any changes which are announced through link-state packets, 

Dijkstra algorithm finds the shortest route to be calculated 

again.  

An area is defined as a group of contiguous networks and 

host. All routers in the same area share a common area ID. All 

routers within the same area have the same topology table as 

well. 

As mentioned previously, OSPF LSA uses a Link-State 

updates for exchange uses. Any change in routing information 

is sent to all network routers, area concept was introduced in 

order to limit the part of the Link-State updates explosion 

occur. Dijkstra's algorithm to compute a function of a router is 

limited to changes within an area [3]. All routers within an 

area of Link-State databases are complete and accurate.  

This protocol is designed to be used within a single 

Autonomous System or AS and can be divided into different 
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groups of the network called area. Each area has its own 

database; the topological database for each area will be hidden 

from other areas, which will reduce traffic on the network. All 

areas must be connected to an area called Backbone.  

Routers belonging to a single area are called Internal Router. 

Routers which belong to more than one area are called Area 

Border Routers (ABRs). The router will start to exchange 

routing information with an external AS Autonomous System 

Boundary Router (ASBR) is called. Figure 2 shows the layout 

of the routers in the area [6]. 

 

Figure 1. An example of LAS sending. 

 

Figure 2. The role of routers in area [6] 

This project will include the following milestones: 

1 Careful reading of RFC 2328 (OSPF v2). 

2 Research on known vulnerabilities of attacks on traffic of 

this protocol. 

3 A new method of attack on the protocol. 

4 Conclusions from the findings. 

2. Vulnerability and Risk 

Protect infrastructure and network infrastructure is very 

important. The mean of the Internal / Insider routers are the 

trusted network and has been accepted as a router in the 

network and the company is in the process of information 

exchange and the face of the routers External / Outsider 

reverse the Internal / Insider will [13]. 

2.1. Basic OSPF Vulnerability 

OSPF risks arise mainly from the following vulnerabilities: 

� Distance attack: even if the OSPF routing protocol to be 

used as the range, but in many situations and conditions 

routers OSPF unicast packets that will be sent to the 

address it receives and accepts (in paragraph 8.1 of 

RFC2328) [8]. 

� The fight-back mechanisms: in OSPF, this mechanism 

can be explained as follows: when a router LSA has the 

right to see their fake just to send LSA and to inform the 

public that the LSA has been true and the other false. But 

this mechanism is not very effective because in RFC2328 

OSPF v2 is related to the mechanism, there are no words 

to and there is no official word fight. Procedures for the 

inactivation mechanism during attacks there [9, 10]. 

� Abusing the fight-back mechanisms: Can help to 

implement a DOS attack. Update an LSA storm may 

make the mistake of trying to make the LSA wrong. Even 

though this is an acceptable and effective response. 

� External routes: Routes that are received from external 

sources such as other area or AS other, we can not 

validate them in areas that are not defined as stub is 

reproduced [13]. 

2.2. Vulnerabilities in Protocols 

This protocol has more security mechanisms for 

authentication, such as checksam received packets over the 

communication link. OSPF is generally 5 types of messages: 

1 Hello  

2 Database Description 

3 Link-State Request  

4 Link-State Update  

5 Link-State Acknowledgement [9]  

Message type attacks can be performed on each of the 5 and 

the fields that are defined for these messages can use to your 

advantage to get a more sophisticated ground attack [8]. The 

JiNao, 4 presented the attacks that can be said is essentially a 

denial of service attack. Below the name of four attacks are 

mentioned [7]: 

1 Max Age  

2 Sequence++  

3 Max Sequence#  

4 Bogus LSA 

Age of the field in the packet header of the attack 1 LSA 

message is abuse or episodes 2 and 3 of the Sequence Number 

field of the message header of the previous abuse [1, 3]. 

2.3. Sources of Vulnerability 

These attacks are the main ways of taking system resources 

such as CPU, RAM or disk space, or network connections by 

which they aim to avoid a system or network is usually 

associated with a particular sector or other networks. Because 

sometimes hackers use to destroy your network Prdarnd 
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resources such attacks are also known to attack 

non-symmetric or asymmetric attack [13]. 

3. Understanding the Attack 

Suppose that, a remote attacker could leverage the insider to 

attack the router, Some vulnerabilities have been reported as 

CVE-2010-0581, CVE-2010-0580, CVE-2009-2865 

CVE-2010-0581 that an attacker can execute code with a SIP 

packet to and routers with Broadcom chipsets or just a new 

bug has been discovered by a team DefenseCode which allows 

an attacker without authentication to run their code on the root 

surface [2, 13]. 

To attack the protocols that are stable, we can use other poor 

protocols. For example, we can use the RIP protocol, which is 

completely unsafe and send the OSPF or BGP message in 

wrong routes, and circumvent their natural protection. 

Another critical point in OSPF networks is DR routers that can 

be attacked and disrupt the network [10]. 

Two new attacks on this protocol are designed to follow the 

rules of the protocol is as follows: 

1 Wrong adjacent from the remote: it allows attackers to 

trick a remote router and by fake LSAs define a new link 

to the router that this link does not exist in real. This 

attack focuses on the routers adjacency process. This 

attack can create a Block-Hole for a particular subnet. 

2 Fake LSA messages: this attack is of those high damage 

attacks on the network and will also enable the fight-back 

security mechanism. But what is more important is that 

the mechanism itself is used in the attack, in attack 

implementation focus point is on the creation and 

transfer of the fight-back messages [9]. 

In the following description, we will describe attack which 

is optimized version of the fake LSA. 

3.1. New Attack on Routing Tables 

The header of a LSA instance is shown in Figure 3: 

 

Figure 3. LSA Header Format [7] 

Structure descriptions are: 

� LS Age: elapsed time of the creation of the LSA indicates 

that on seconds. 

� Options: used for optional feature. 

� LS Type: specifies the type of LSA (e.g. Router, Network, 

Summary, etc.) will be discussed further on Router LSA. 

� Link State ID: AS topology is part of the LSA to describe 

it will specify section. 

� Advertising Router: Router ID of the router that created 

the LSA. 

� LS Sequence Number: number of LSA that each LSA 

specifies its own unique number. 

� LS Checksum: Checksum refers to the entire contents of 

the LSA. 

� Length: shows LSA content length to bits [7]. 

In attack we do need to focus on two fields, here are two 

fields when creating Router LSA: 

� Link State ID: each router creates the LSA, should be 

assigned LS ID the same as the router ID of the router. 

� Advertising ID: specifies the router LSA's original 

creation (i.e. the origin of creation LSA).  

Based on OSPF regulation each router creates own LSA and 

is not expected to cause the router to other routers to generate 

router LSA, as described above, then the two fields must have 

the same value [3]. In OSPF to check the same for these two 

fields, the specific operation is not performed and this will 

send the LSA so that the two fields have different values [5]. 

Based on section 13.4, a router can activate fight-back when 

you receive a fake LSA: 

"The Advertising Router is equal to the router's own Router 

ID" 

This means that the Advertising Router from fake LSA 

equal to victim router’s Router ID, fight-back victim will not 

be activated by the victim router even if the LS ID is equal to 

the Router ID of the victim router. Explanation may be that we 

assume the attacker will send Router LSA from some of Rv 

victims: 

1 LS ID: is equal to the ID of Rv Router. 

2 Advertising Router: every value except the ID of Rv 

Router. 

According to the rules of OSPF it can be assured that 

fight-back will not be activated even in other routers in the AS 

with Rv Router and they put a fake LSA in their LSDB, but we 

have a problem. In section 12.1 of RFC is determined based on 

the following three fields identifies uniquely the LSA or not: 

1 LS Type 

2 Advertising Router 

3 LS ID 

Therefore fake LSA is not valid in the LSDB because they 

are different (Advertising Router is not equal) and cannot trust 

until fake LSA are not deleted from LS DB [2, 3]. OSPF as 

discussed in RFC where there is doubt that it can be used and 

have a successful attack [8]. Section 16.1 is said route 

calculation on LSDB is based on the Vertex ID:  
“This is a lookup … based on the Vertex ID“. 

The description of OSPF Link State ID field is the same as 

Vertex ID. When routers create routing table they act on the 

basis of this field. This will be an ambiguity in the description 

of the protocol and on the other side of the LSA are identified 

and described three fields before the other calculations will be 

based on the Link State ID field. This ambiguity raises the 

question: When the LSA fetch from LSDB for the fetch 

calculation then which LSA is fetched, authentic and original 

LSA or fake LSA? Remember that both the fake and the 

original LSA all are in the LSDB as there. Both LSA and Link 
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State ID field has the same value. OSPF is not able to answer 

the question, so the answer depends on the implementation [3, 

8]. 

Most networks that have implemented OSPF, is based on 

Cisco IOS. According to infonetrics research, almost 75 

percent enterprise networks use Cisco's in world [11]. To 

implement attack, we use GNS3 and SCAPY with the latest 

stable version of IOS on the C7200 router and we test it with 

M1-150 version provided by Cisco.  

We send fake LSA with higher sequence number than the 

original LSA. Fake LSA is not only in the LSDB but also in 

the entire LSDB will be replaced within the AS. All routers 

have the victim router. In Figure 4, the result of running attack 

can be seen and the whole process is shown in Figure 5-10. 

 

Figure 4. OSPF database before the attack 

Using Wireshark, we follow OSPF: first appears the tigger packet use to force a response the rt4 router (id = 10.0.2.3). Sequence 
is set to: 80005200 and the metric (30) is false, it should provoke a fight-back from rt4. 

 

Figure5. Sending a packet specially crafted to spoof an R1 LSA. 
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Figure 6. Sending the disguised LSA craft to match the LSA fight-back from rt4 

 

Figure 7. R1 sends the fight-back that will be rejected due to the previous packet craft at step 2. 

Comparison of two packets: 

 

Figure 8. both packets contains the same sequence number, checksum and age (+/- 15 min) 
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Figure 9. R2 flood the disguised LSA, R1 receives it and drops the packet, seeing it as the one it has sent as step 3. 

We then check the rt3 router’ database that should be corrupted: 

 

Figure 10.  OSPF database after the attack 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

Attacks were according to RFC2328 and new attack due to 

ambiguity in the definition of the protocol is achieved. These 

attacks may be the basis for the creation of more efficient 

attacks and destructive affects, however Cisco devices are 

vulnerable to the attack. All beliefs are broken about the 

attacks to this protocol and by the presented attacks a router 

can easily control all routing domains without enabling 

fight-back security mechanism. 
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